Ms McClellan - Curriculum Overview - Term 2 2021/22
Week

1

2

KinderPhonics Unit 2:
Initial Sounds
We will continue learning about
the sounds letters make and what
words start with them.

English

3

Writer’s Workshop: Writing with Stories
Children will focus on writing stories about
things they love, things they know, things
they can do, and things that happened in the
past

Maths

IEYC

Animal Rescuers
We share our world with many different
animals – from the pets that we might look
after at home to the big wild animals we
might see on television or in books. We are
going to imagine we are travelling all around
the world, to visit some very exciting places
and meet the animals that live there. We’re
also going to help these animals to feel happy
and safe. Some might even want to share
some amazing stories with us! Are you ready
to pack your bags for a fabulous adventure?

Korean

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

KinderPhonics Unit 3: Letters to Words
We will begin with simple CVC words using short vowels. We will also learn about digraphs, blends, and long vowels using Magic E.

KinderMath Unit 6: Numbers 10-19
Students will learn that teen numbers are 10
and some more.

Art

4

Winter clothes
Children can learn about how the weather is
now and what type of clothing to wear to stay
warm and explore with art.

Writer’s Workshop: Writing With Narrative
Children will learn to write recounts and begin composing
stories with a beginning, middle, and end.

KinderMath Unit 7: 2D and
3D Shapes
Students will explore the
properties of shapes.

KinderMath Unit 8:
Numbers to 100
Students will gain an
understanding of numbers to
100 while also beginning to
count by 2’s 5’s and 10’s

Blast Off
At bedtime, the moon and the stars come out. They shine
down from the night sky. Have we ever imagined what it
might be like to go on a journey to the moon and the stars?
What might we find there? Who might be living there? And
what is the moon really made of? Perhaps it is time to find
out!

Writer’s Workshop: Writing with Opinion
Children will learn the difference between fact and opinion.
They will also continue to focus on the mechanics of writing.

KinderMath Unit 9:
Comparing sets to 20
Building on previous learning
of more and less, we will
compare numbers up to 20.

KinderMath Unit 10:
Addition to 10
We will begin laying the
building blocks of arithmetic
by learning to do sums to 10.

Going Places
A journey can start at any time and take you to exciting
places. We go on journeys every day, sometimes by car,
sometimes by walking – perhaps we might go on a train, or an
aeroplane, or a boat setting sail across the sea. There are
many ways we can travel and many adventures we can have.
Where would you like to go today?

Animals
Children learn the fascinating characteristics and behaviors of animals all over the planet
These lessons will..
●
expose the students to a variety of techniques and materials
●
involve them in lessons that use all of their senses
●
expose the students to great artists
●
begin building an art vocabulary
●
present experiences in such a way that allows for self expression

-여보세요? (Hello)
-정리해요 (tidy up)
-새해 복 많이 받으세요 (Happy new year)

-제가 할게요 (I can do it)
-멈춰요 (stop)
-따뜻해요 (It's warm)

-보고 싶어요 (I miss you)
-봄이에요 (It's spring)
-예뻐요 (It's pretty)

We can sing

Music

PE

PSHE

In this unit, learners will explore, engage and experiment with songs, with a focus on enjoying making
music together. Learners will share their favourite songs, use movement to explore pitch (higher and
lower sounds), dynamics (stronger and softer sounds) and tempo (faster and slower sounds). They will
also experiment with making different sounds.

Gross motor skill
Rhythm and space awareness
Handling different objects
Communication and listening

Fun with sound

The aim is to encourage learners to explore the different sounds they can make with their body (e.g. claps, taps, slaps,
stamps) and voices and use these in both chants and songs.
Learners will use dance or movement to respond to a variety of music on a theme and then create a series of sounds to
represent pictures related to that theme.

Self-awareness
Using Imagination
Moving and handling
Coordination

Rhythm
Moving and Handling
Balance
Gross motor skills

KinderHealth Unit 2: I can be safe
What does it mean to be safe? How can I be safe when I travel? What should you do if there is a fire? What do you need to know if you call emergency services?

